
A celebrity appeal to sponsor production of a play about a loyal fan,
whose local club is being dismantled from afar.

A play starring a Blackburn Rovers fan



An Appeal for Sponsors for the Play from the Rovers Trust

Blackburn Rovers Supporters Trust appeals to you, as a fellow supporter
and member of the “Football Family’ to help us protect our proud,

historic club and join the fight on behalf of powerless fans everywhere.

From Rovers’ establishment in 1875, alongside every

promotion, relegation, cup run and league game,

the club has been the lifeblood, the heart and the

soul of the local community.

The Rovers Trust was formed to safeguard the long-

term future and health of the Rovers. Its board and

officers act in a voluntary capacity and serve 2 years,

elected by the 800+ members.

Rovers fans have shown repeatedly their pride and

commitment to our football club. Yet we have no

say or involvement in the running or future of the

club.

The Trust has worked tirelessly over the last 8 years

to agitate with the FA, Premier League and English

Football League in order to improve the

safeguarding of the organisation and control of our

Football Clubs.

The Trust has decided to embrace a newmedium

and take the fight to the theatre to show the anxiety
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and devastation of being a true fan

in these circumstances. Blackburn

Rovers was an original founding

member of the football league, and

we feel the Rovers Trust should also

lead from the forefront and stage

this production, not just for

ourselves, but also for the fans of

clubs like Blackpool, Coventry,

Wimbledon and Charlton etc.

We feel it is time the football

authorities were made to sit up

and take notice. We urge you to

support this play and provide an

opportunity for the plight of true

fans to be heard in an exciting and

revolutionary way.

“The most successful town club in the
history of British football”
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Every club seems to be on sale to the

highest bidder and there is no effective

safeguarding mechanism in place. Fans

and communities look on, powerless,

when their local club is being destroyed

before their eyes.



About the Author

Julian Perkins spent his formative years as a ‘Blackburn van-lad’ lugging
wardrobes up far too many stairs, and saw nothing but local love and
pride for The Rovers. Since those back-breaking days, he has enjoyed a
career, writing TV programmes such as EastEnders, Emmerdale, The Bill
and Casualty and an award winning theatre play, ‘Images Of Tiffin’.

“Seeing those same Rovers fans suffering and feeling powerless, as their
famous old club was being dismantled from afar gave me a Rovers
eureka moment: a drama depicting the life of a true fan in these
desperate circumstances and the emotional and psychological effects
and scars, when your club is in peril!”

‘HEART, SCARF AND SOUL’ by Julian Perkins

“A tense, three-bed, Ewood ‘terrace’, as anxious, loving family re-arrange the thru-lounge
to form an intervention circle. As Neil approaches on street, the family start bickering and
backing out, fearing he’ll kick-off… Their local GP implores them to stay strong to save
Neil’s life… Neil’s left reeling as GP and family confront him with the dreadful truth - that
his whole life is being ruled and ruined by his addiction - changing him into this angry,
moody person they don’t recognise - with his recent heart murmurs, there’s proof it’s
actually killing him - time’s running out, so Neil must admit he’s got a problem, kick his
habit and stop supporting Blackburn Rovers!

Neil can’t believe this ‘utter crap’ but his GP’s medical charts prove since ‘The Takeover’, his
heart murmurs coincide with his favourite players disappearing, relegations and losing to
Burnley. As family point out, he’s impossible to live with, always ranting on about Rovers’
plight. Neil sees they’ve a point and agrees a treatment programme and to tackle the ten
steps needed to kick his Rovers habit.

Although comedic, the play also depicts and encapsulates all those raw passions,
emotions, split loyalties, laughter and tears that come with loving your local club. The
drama broadens significantly, as giving up his beloved Rovers leaves such a void that Neil’s
challenged with what to do instead… Revisiting his past, analysing hobbies, passions and
great loves that have come and gone, sees Neil travel on a rite of passage. Neil’s character
journey sees him identify what’s important and worth fighting for, meaning the play ends
on a dramatic ‘Rovers climax’…”



Our Appeal

Ever had that naughty urge to give in to the secret ‘graffiti artist’ lurking
in us all? Here’s the chance to ‘write your name on the terrace wall’ and
instead of police fine and community service, you’ll help us stage the
production whilst also assisting charity. As the Trust are working in
partnership with Julian and receiving a rights percentage in perpetuity, a
profit share from all productions will go to the Trust to assist its work in
securing the assets and heritage of the club.

The Blackburn Rovers Supporters Trust is appealing

to celebrity fans and local fans to sponsor the

production by paying to write a piece of graffiti that

will appear in a celebratory theatre programme.

This initial production will be at the Thwaites

Theatre, Blackburn, which faces the Ewood Park

ground and was built on the same community

principles.

We see our Blackburn production as merely the

start and have much larger ambition. With minor

changes to dialect, club history and ex-players, the

play is also a perfect template for suffering

fans at Blackpool,

Charlton and a growing

list of clubs to make

their voices heard

too. Our eventual aim is therefore uniting all these

different Trusts to give the play a ‘football
supporters, national tour’.
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Finally, we would ask you to support us in highlighting this issue
through drama because this is not just about Rovers. With the
current laws and regulations, our Lord Kitchener could be pointing
his finger, warning ‘it could be your club next!’

Graffiti your brick on the image below,

detach and send to the address overleaf with your donation.
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Donation
Either electronic payment
Account Name: BRSIT CBS Limited
Unity Trust Bank - Account No. 20337355 Sort Code: 60-83-01
or send a cheque to The Blackburn Rovers Trust (see address below)

Donor Name.....................................................................................................................................................

Address.................................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................Post Code..................................................................

Telephone...........................................................................................................................................................

Email.......................................................................................................................................................................

Please send to: The Blackburn Rovers Trust c/o Elmfield, Ribble Court,
Shuttleworth Mead, Padiham BB12 7NG
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